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games and culture sage journals May 27 2024
games and culture peer reviewed and published quarterly is an international journal that
promotes innovative theoretical and empirical research about games and culture within
interactive media

game studies issue 2401 2024 Apr 26 2024
game studies is a non profit open access crossdisciplinary journal dedicated to games research
web published several times a year at gamestudies org our primary focus is aesthetic cultural
and communicative aspects of computer games but any previously unpublished article focused
on games and gaming is welcome

games research and practice home acm digital library
Mar 25 2024
games research and practice is co organizing a one day online conference and special issue on
ethical games advancing the debate on ethical design development and live operation of digital
games presentation and paper submissions are due september 25 2023 and accepted papers
will be published as a special issue

the playing brain the impact of video games on cognition
and Feb 24 2024
namely it analyzes the most debated and educationally relevant problems on the relationship
between video games cognition and behavior 1 video games effects on cognitive function 2
video games effects on attention and addictive behaviors 3 video games and prosocial or
aggressive behavior

frontiers the association between video gaming and Jan
23 2024
introduction video gaming is a very popular leisure activity among adults pew research center
2018 the amount of time spent playing video games has increased steadily from 5 1 h week in
2011 to 6 5 h week in 2017 the nielsen company 2017

the effects of playing video games on stress anxiety Dec
22 2023
four research explored the effects of playing video games during the covid 19 pandemic on
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stress anxiety and depression four studies investigated loneliness while 18 research investigated
game disorder

positive effects of online games on the growth of college
Nov 21 2023
those parents help children become consumers to judge the advantages of games plan a variety
of leisure activities mediate violent temptation games and help children find the meaning of
online games through positive communication chiu et al 2004

games research and practice acm digital library Oct 20
2023
a quarterly peer reviewed online journal published jointly by the acm and etc press it offers a
lighthouse for games research a central reference point that defines the state of the art on
games and playable media bridging academic research and industry practice

full article gamification for student engagement a
framework Sep 19 2023
research on the effects of individual game attributes on learning outcomes is required facilitated
by our framework this will provide evidence for determining what exactly makes gamification
appropriate for learning

examining board gameplay and learning a
multidisciplinary Aug 18 2023
background recent years have seen the resurgence of board games designed for entertainment
and to teach or explicate real life problems the revival of board gameplay has been discussed in
mainstream media and has drawn the attention of researchers

using games to understand the mind nature human
behaviour Jul 17 2023
to study cognition researchers have traditionally used laboratory based experiments but games
offer a valuable alternative they are intuitive and enjoyable in this perspective schulz et al
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academic uses of video games a qualitative assessment
of Jun 16 2023
this paper explores the information and technology needs of scholars who use video games on
the umn campus similarities and differences by discipline and how college and research libraries
can incorporate disciplinary needs into a strategic approach to video game services and
collections

educational games in practice the challenges involved in
May 15 2023
this paper aims to address that knowledge gap and provide a pragmatic explanation of the lack
of wide spread game integration in the education sector namely that games are laborious and
resource intensive to use and that there are few standards established to guide educators
through the complex process of

game based learning a review on the effectiveness of
Apr 14 2023
in this review the learning effects of educational games are studied in order to gain more
insights into the conditions under which a game may be effective for learning

mda a formal approach to game design and game
research Mar 13 2023
in this paper we present the mda framework standing for mechanics dynamics and aesthetics
developed and taught as part of the game design and tuning workshop at the game developers
conference san jose 2001 2004

pdf game development research Feb 12 2023
current cross cultural game studies investigate and compare game contents game markets the
gaming industry and production player behavior as well as game and player interaction

pdf online games researchgate Jan 11 2023
we analyzed thousands of relevant literature and tentatively identified 25 main research themes
to facilitate the comprehension and study of online games a research framework is developed
by
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the association between video gaming and psychological
Dec 10 2022
besides investigating the links between potentially problematic video game use and
psychological functioning as well as between reasons for playing video games and psychological
functioning it is relevant to also look at which game genres individuals prefer

library resources for doing scholarly research on video
games Nov 09 2022
here you will find swot strength weakness opportunities threats analyses of gaming companies
research about nfts non fungible tokens virtual and augmented reality video games and more
jstor accessible from home with a library card

games design research through game design practice
Oct 08 2022
to achieve this practice based game design researchers need to adopt a critical approach in
order to avoid a personal and subjective construction of knowledge at times during the research
the game design researcher is also a game designer who produces the designed artifacts under
consideration
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